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Memories of Purim in Poland
By Rabbi Rob Scheinberg

Among the experiences I treasure most from my student years were my opportunities during
the 1990s to travel through Eastern Europe with a Jewish choir and to perform for Jewish and non-
Jewish audiences not long after the fall of communism.  This is how I came to celebrate Purim in
Poland.  

Eighty years ago, Poland had the largest Jewish community in the world, with well over 3 million
Jews.  Today it has one of the smallest, with about 6,000 by most estimates.  Most of the Polish
Jews who survived emigrated after World War II, and many of those who remained in Poland
made efforts to hide their Jewish identities out of fear of anti-Semitism.  

We heard many stories of teenagers and young adults who discovered that they were Jewish
by accident, because their parents had tried to keep it a secret from them lest they be emotionally
scarred by the knowledge of their heritage.  The idea of being afraid to be publicly identified as a
Jew was so foreign to many of the Americans who were visiting and performing, as most of us
grew up feeling complete freedom to assert our Jewish identities.  But we quickly realized that the
situation was otherwise in Poland, even at the time we were visiting.  For example, a portion of
one of our performances was displayed on the local news in the Polish city of Wroclaw, and the
next day, one of the teenagers who attended the performance got beat up at school.  He had
never told anyone he was Jewish, but his secret got out when the TV cameras filmed the audience
during the performance.

I remember being stunned at the extent to which the Polish Jews we met regarded anti-
Semitism as just a normal, every-day phenomenon.  On one building in the city of Lodz, we saw
some graffiti that incorporated a Jewish star, and we asked our Polish Jewish guide to interpret it
for us.  He responded, “Don’t worry; it’s not really against Jews.  You see, someone wrote the
name of a soccer team on the wall, and someone else who didn’t like the team drew a Jewish star
over the name of the team to show that he thought it was a bad team.  So don’t worry - it’s not
really about Jews - it’s about soccer.”

At the time of our visit, there were few functioning synagogues in Poland and no Jewish schools.  
Most of the Jews who participated actively in the religious aspects of Judaism were elderly, and
few of the younger Jews knew any Hebrew words besides “Shalom.” But there were still certain
holidays when the synagogues in Poland were full, when Jews young and old would come out to
the holiday celebrations - and one of these holidays was Purim.  The joyous Purim celebrations we
attended were in stark contrast to the general malaise that seemed to characterize much of Polish
Jewish life.  The time and effort that people took in preparing their costumes, their enthusiastic
singing, their zeal in drowning out the name of Haman, were all so surprising, compared with
what seemed to be a very marginal Jewish identity overall.
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Chances are if you sent your child to Kaplan during the past 15 years.....you have
been lucky enough to have met Nora Martinez DeBenedetto. She has been a
teacher for the 2's and 3's classes and a "producer" of the 4's end of the year
show over the years. Nora is a lifelong resident of Hoboken and is full of
personality, warmth and love.

Nora is a leader, an advocate, a team player and the best storyteller! She is
adored here at Kaplan by all children, parents and teachers. Kaplan is sad to see
her go but we know that she will bring all of the wonderful qualities she
possesses to her new job as Head of the Office of Constituent Affairs for the City
of Hoboken. Nora is not only a teacher at Kaplan but also the proud parent of a
KPS alum - her son Otis graduated last year after starting in our Gan Katan class.
Otis embraced all that Kaplan has to offer and has special bonds with the friends
he made here. 

As you can see from the comments received from several parents, Nora is one
special person and we wish her the best of luck in her new endeavors! She will
always be a part of the Kaplan family. 

As the news of her departure got out, 
some parents shared their appreciation for Nora: 

 

"We love her!" 
 

"Nora was a huge part of our wonderful Kaplan
experience."

 

"You made our experience so special."  
 

"She has had such a positive impact on so many
kids and families." 

 

"So lucky to have met her!"



This past Sunday, we were treated to a fantastic online
brunch about Pesach. Then I found my mum’s lemon
curd recipe to send to Shofar editor Karen. It all got me
so psyched that we suddenly decided to go with the
family to England for Pesach this year. 

I’m excited to see the table in my sister's house with the
haggadahs that we used when I was a kid. And the
colorful but all mixed-up dishes that my mother hauled
out every year from closets that otherwise were never
opened. 
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I’m Already in a Pesach State of Mind
by Jeremy Morley

I want to hear the same songs, and to share the old jokes about hiding the
afikomen and pesachdiky-ness. I want to enjoy it all with siblings, cousins and a
whole new crop of nephews, nieces, spouses and partners. 

I think that a rabbi said that the biggest Pesach mitzvah is to celebrate with
joy.  So, I'm already getting into a Pesach State of Mind.  

But wait a minute!But wait a minute!  
First it’s Purim.First it’s Purim.  

Yay!!Yay!!  
There’s There’s alwaysalways something something

great to celebrate.great to celebrate.
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Friendly Fire: How Israel Became Its Own Worst Enemy and 
The Hope For Its Future - A Memoir

By Ami Ayalon with Anthony David with a Foreword by Dennis Ross
Review by Charles A. Rubin

Ami Ayalon makes an astounding admission towards the end of this epic Israeli story of military
and public service. Despite not being a native English speaker, he is publishing his book in the
United States first because, in his own estimation, it would be difficult to find a publisher in Israel.

That should be an astounding notion for the memoir of an Israeli icon. The child of halutzim
who came to Israel in the 1930s and established themselves on a kibbutz on the Kinneret in the
line of fire of the Syrian frontier. He describes an idyllic kibbutz childhood, a career as a fervent
Zionist and defender of Israel, a distinguished career as a naval commando during the War of
Attrition, a rapid rise to the leadership of the elite Flotilla 13 unit, serving as commander of the
Navy, adviser to prime ministers, and leader of the Shin Bet security service. The incident of the
“Fanta Man” gives us a hint of where Ayalon is taking us.

In a small West Bank village, as the IDF consolidates its control of the territories in the aftermath
of the Six Day War, a group of soldiers is approached by an old man pushing a cart with ice and
orange soda. The troops yell at the guy in Hebrew to go away and, when he doesn’t move or
understand, they kick over his cart.  Ayalon is disturbed by the entitlement the soldiers displayed
and the consequences of what that encounter did to the Palestinian and his family.

Ayalon’s life story parallels the growth of Israel, chronicling the evolution of Zionism and its
struggles with violence from both the Palestinians and Israeli camps. He has discovered along the
way that empathy, not sympathy, is the missing ingredient in the complex stew of the region and
we are witness to his attempts to understand opposing viewpoints. He describes the journey to a
conclusion that if we deprive the other side of hope we are only increasing the risks of more
desperate actions.

His heroism on the battlefield is inspiring. More striking, though are Ayalon’s conversations
with prime ministers, Palestinian and Israeli intellectuals, military comrades, diplomats, West Bank
settlers and pre-State kibbutzniks. He ventures into friendly and hostile rhetorical territory, not to
argue but to listen and probe. In understanding, he hopes, will come a modus vivendi. 

There is personal disappointment as well. Ayalon’s foray into politics, a challenge to the
leadership of Ehud Barak in the early 2000’s and a campaign with Sari Nusseibeh, the President of
Al Quds University,  to kickstart a grass roots peace movement were ultimately unsuccessful but
Ayalon is too tough a guy to give up just yet.  

As an American reading this account I found a universality to this narrative. Ayalon suggests
that we have all become trapped in the narratives that we were raised on. Those stories make us
see our struggles as a zero sum game but that our actions only succeed in removing hope as we
seek to defend ourselves. Ayalon sees “Fanta” men in the brutal encounters that we hope will
remove the threat but only create more despair and polarization. He has no regret for the career
he has led defending the country and people he loves but, for him, the status quo is simply not
acceptable. 
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Sowing Seeds with Love - Parsley Planting Project 
KLC TuBishvat 2022 - 5782

By Rhonda Strosberg

Bonim / K - 8th grade students planted parsley for TuBishvat. Since we were a little late getting
back in person for January classes, we all looked forward to getting this planting off the ground, by
planting in biodegradable Peats Pots first thing in February! 

Students had a chance to personalize their planting project by decorating their Peats Pot, then dug
in to plant parsley seeds.  They have the opportunity to take home their project and care for the
seeds, to watch them grow and produce parsley.

Once the pots are home, students will find a saucer to place the pots onto to catch excess water.
Placing the pots on a window sill to get natural light most of the day will be key to the growing
success! 

Students will water their parsley plants approximately every three days, keeping the soil moist to
the touch, not wet/not dry.  The Peats Pot needs gentle care, as they are biodegradable and will
need to be seamlessly transferred into a bigger pot.  When transferring, students can plant it with
the all natural Peats Pot, because it will dissolve into the soil that you add it to.

We’ve asked KLC students to help share their chronicles of parsley success by posting on
instagram & Facebook tagging: Kaplan Learning Center #KLCTuBishvat.  Our hope at KLC is that
this planting will provide Karpas "Parsley" for their Seder Plate this Passover!

Sowing the seeds of love at KLC! The birthday of trees allowed us time to plant for other rituals
and paint with bright color to continue bringing traditions into our lives!
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....and those who don't cook (or
bake) but may have a favorite

recipe to share!  
 

Passover begins on April 15th and for our
March edition of The Shofar we will publish
a collection of Passover Recipes.  Whether
it's a traditional recipe, a twist on brisket,
desserts to end Seder on a sweet note or
creative things to do with matzah....we
hope you will share your special recipe with
us.  

Please submit recipes by February 27th to
KarenatTheShofar@gmail.com. Photos
are welcome if you have them!

C A L L I N G  A L L

cooks
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Memories of Purim in Poland continued from Page 2

One of the few rabbis in Poland explained this phenomenon to us by saying: "The Polish Jews
realize that Purim is really their holiday."

They could identify with the evil of Haman. The idea that a powerful person would try to destroy
the Jewish people is an idea that was real and immediate for them, in a way that it is somewhat
abstract for most American Jews (even today).

In addition, Purim commemorates how a day of destruction was suddenly and miraculously
transformed into a day of celebration.  The Polish Jews we met could easily identify with the
experience of such a close brush with danger and destruction having survived by the skin of their
teeth, because every Jew in Poland was a Holocaust survivor or the descendant of survivors.

But most of all, Polish Jews were especially able to identify with the character of Esther.  After
all, who was Esther?  She was a Jewish girl, but her Jewishness was not central to her identity.  After
all, she has a Persian name - she is named after the Persian goddess Ishtar. Esther was not
involved with the Jewish community.  She didn’t look Jewish - if she did, she probably wouldn’t have
been chosen as the queen.  She must have spoken fluent Persian without any trace of an accent. 
 So Esther was able to spend most of her life keeping her Jewish identity a secret.  This does not fit
the typical model of a Biblical character, a Jewish hero.  But although she spent most of her life as a
marginal Jew, when the opportunity presented itself, Esther was able to save the entire Jewish
people. 

Esther became, then, a symbol for the Polish Jews who also kept their Jewish identities secret
for so long.  Purim was their opportunity to say:  “If Esther could become the savior of her people,
despite her years of silence, we can also be heroes of our people.  Despite our distance from
Jewish tradition, there are ways that we can perpetuate the values and dreams of our ancestors
from so many years ago.”

In the intervening years, in some ways life has gotten easier for Jews in Poland, but in so many
ways life has gotten more difficult.  There are more Jewish institutions throughout Poland now, and
the Internet brings the opportunity for Jews anywhere in the world to immerse themselves in
Jewish learning and Jewish tradition.  And yet the government of Poland is increasingly autocratic,
and the passage of laws in recent years restricting certain types of discussion of the Holocaust (in
particular, prohibiting people from suggesting that Polish people were complicit in the Holocaust)
makes for an uncomfortable environment.  

My Purim experiences in Poland reminded me how glad I am that Jewish tradition presents such
a broad range of role models and does not expect its heroes to be monolithic.  The Jewish
communities that we often regard as “communities in crisis” are often the ones that have the most
to offer us -- and the most to teach us. 



Upcoming Events 
& Activities

19th Annual Phillip & Claire Meistrich19th Annual Phillip & Claire Meistrich
Brunch Series Continues!Brunch Series Continues!

Sundays @ 11 amSundays @ 11 am
  

March 6thMarch 6th  
How Magicians ThinkHow Magicians Think

by Joshua Jayby Joshua Jay  
  

April 3rdApril 3rd
Lady PartsLady Parts  

A MemoirA Memoir  

by Deborah Copakenby Deborah Copaken
  

May 1stMay 1st  
Proof of LifeProof of Life

Twenty Days on the Hunt for a Missing Person in the Middle EastTwenty Days on the Hunt for a Missing Person in the Middle East  
by Daniel Levinby Daniel Levin    

Interested in writing a book
review for a future edition of
The Shofar?  We would like to
highlight reviews from the
community who read the featured
books in advance of our brunch
series sessions.  If you've read
The Telling by Mark Gerson and
would like to submit a review,
please contact
KarenatTheShofar@gmail.com.   

To purchase, please visit Little City Books 
in Hoboken or at 

www.littlecitybooks.com. 
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